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35

34.

Sarajevo 1984 Winter. Silver Second Place Winner’s Medal
Awarded for Ice Hockey and Housed in its Presentation Case.
Silver, 65x71mm. Stylized athlete’s head r. with laurel wreath,
2-line award legend below. Rev. Sarajevo emblem within Croation
legend. With long orange ribbon. The Czech Team won silver, the
Soviet Union won gold. Housed in blue leather case lined in blue
velvet and silk. EF. ($15,000)

35.

Los Angeles 1984. Silver Second Place Winner’s Medal
Awarded for Soccer, Housed in its Presentation Case. Silver,
64mm, by Dugald Stermer, made by Josten, Inc. Victory holding
palm branch and wreath, Colosseum stadium in background.
Rev. Victorious athlete being carried by jubilant team members.
“Football” engraved on edge. With tricolor ribbon, housed in its
blue velvet presentation case. EF. ($12,000)
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36

37

36.

37.

Seoul 1988. Silver Second Place Winner’s Medal Awarded
for Field Hockey. Silver, 60mm, by Korea Security Printing and
Minting Corporation. Victory seated above stadium. Rev. Dove of
Peace flying left carrying laurel branch, Seoul logo above. Edge
engraved “HOCKEY MEN”. Name of winner will be disclosed to
buyer. With loop and ribbon. Toned EF. ($5,000)
Albertville 1992 Winter. Silver Second Place Winner’s Medal
Awarded for Biathlon. Silver and Lalique crystal, 92mm,
9mm thick. The crystal shows large Olympic rings over Alpine
mountains, set in a silver border which is engraved with logo
and olive branch, Albertville 92 legend at bottom. No sport was
engraved on the Albertville 1992 medals although an IOC direction
asked for it. With silver ribbon, Olympic color stripes in center. The

38
38.

medals were entirely handmade by Lalique in 35 different processes. Buyer
will receive the name of the winner. Housed in gray leatherette case

lined in gray velvet, logo on top, a few spots on box. Medal Unc. A
beautiful and very rare medal. ($24,000)

14

Lillehammer 1994 Winter. Official Torch. Birchwood handle,
153cm (60”) long, designed by A. Marandon and P.J. Kahrs. The
upper part is cast aluminum with 5 wicks for lighting the torch with
paraffin. This torch was used in the torch relay. One of only 300
torches, and the tallest one of all Olympic torches. EF. ($22,000)

39

40

39.

Athens 2004. Gold First Place Winner’s Medal Awarded for
Men’s Baseball, Housed in its Presentation Case. Goldplated
silver, 60mm, by Elena Votsi and Kostas Kazakos. Winged Nike
over Panathinaikon Stadium, Acropolis in background. Rev. Athens
2004 logo and Olympic flame dividing 4-line Greek legend, sport
in Greek language below. With multicolor ribbon. For the first time

40.

since Amsterdam 1928, the design of the winner’s medals was changed.
From now on the medals will reflect the fact that Greece was the country
where the Olympic Games originated, and saw their revival. Housed in

Torino 2006 Winter. Silver Second Place Winner’s Medal
Awarded for Men’s Four Man Bobsleigh, Housed in its
Presentation Case. Silver, 10.7cm (4.2”), designed by Dario
Quatrini. Torino logo. Rev. Large bobsleigh on right, “Bobsleigh”
above, on left side Olympic rings over “Men’s Four-Man”. The
largest of all Olympic winners medals. With loop and ribbon, housed in
its very large box. EF. ($20,000)

presentation case, EF. Medal discoloration spots, abt. EF. ($14,000)
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41

43

43
42.

42
41.

43.

Sochi 2014 Winter. Bronze Winner’s Medal. Bronze, 10cm
(3.9”) thick, made by Adamas Co. The medal includes four inset
polycarbonate crystals showing the Sochi 2014 “Patchwork Quilt”,
a mosaic of national designs from the various cultures and ethnicities
of the Russian Federation. The obverse is inscribed with the logo
“Sochi. Ru 2014” and Olympic rings, the reverse shows large
Olympic rings. The edge is inscribed “XXIII Olympic Winter
Games” in Russian, French and English. Complete with blue ribbon,
and housed in its large presentation case, and cardboard box. With
maker’s certificate of authenticity. Unc. Very rare. ($28,000)
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43

Sochi 2014 Winter. Torch Relay Flame Holding Security Lamp.
Brass and steel, 22cm (8.7”) high, made by The Protector Lamp
& Lighting Co. Ltd. Safety Lamps. Sochi 2014 logo and maker’s
information on sides. The flame was housed in security lamps during the
night, to be ready if a torch needed to be relit during the relay. With hook
at top. EF. ($7,500)
Tokyo 2020. Official Torch. Cherry blossom pink colored
aluminum, 71cm (28”) long, designed by Tokujin Yoshioka Inc.
The design on the top is in the form of a 5-petal cherry blossom that
each holds a flame that comes together as one flame in the center.
It has been made from a single sheet of aluminum, 30% of it made
from recycled aluminum from temporary prefabricated housing
construction after the 2011 earthquake, as a symbol of peace. The
torch relay had originally been planned to last over 121 days but
worldwide Covid-19 ended these plans. A beautiful torch, rarely
seen, whose color might change over time from cherry blossom
pink to gold. Unc. ($12,000)

